


 

Finding a hotel that understands your 
needs and desires is rare. It takes a 
keen sense of who you are and what is 
unique about you.

At Hotel Winstar we know you—and if 
we don’t, we will take the time to find 
out. We have  created an environment 
and decore that is suited to a wide 
range of people’s needs and tastes—
but we don’t just stop there. It is our 
passion to truely get to know you. We 

won’t you coming back over and over 
again. As far as we are concerned, the 
first time is just so we can introduce 
ourselves.



 

At Hotel Winstar we have invested 
in the all important ingrediance to 
success—fine dinning and great food 
from a world class chef.

We don’t pay lip service to quality, 
we embrace the subtleties of taste 
and have marinated every experience 
with rich mouth watering sauces. Our 
steaks are real, our roasted chicken 
is moist, our fish is fresh and our 
traditional dishes are authentic—with 

just that extra bit of love thrown in to 
make them a tempting treat to come 
back to over and over again. What is 
more, we also cater for special events.



 

We have made room(s) for you to 
entertain or train in style—from a large 
300+ person conference, to a small 
board meeting, we have you covered.

But what is a room without ambience 
and the facilities to match? We have 
a range of setup options to suit any 
need—a conference, a wedding, a 
board meeting, a sales meeting or 
even a party for you and your friends. 
Whether you need to watch the world 

cup finals in style, or train the next 
world leaders or billionaire babies, 
Hotel Winstar should be your first 
choice conference partner. 
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